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Efforts and tools aiming to automate business processes promise the highest
potential gains on business processes with a well-defined structure and high
degree of repetition [1]. Despite successes in this area, the reality is that today
many processes are in fact not automated. This is because, among other reasons,
Business Process Management Suites (BPMSs) are not well suited for ad-hoc and
human-centric processes [2]; and automating processes demands high cost and
skills. This affects primarily the “long tail of processes” [3], i.e. processes that
are less structured, or that do not affect many people uniformly, or that are not
considered critical to an organization: those are rarely automated. One of the
consequences of this state is that still today organisations rely on templates and
paper-based forms to manage the long tail processes.
In this paper, we present a novel tool for enabling end-users to model and
deploy processes they encounter in their daily work. We thus focus on a subset of long-tail processes, which we refer to as personal processes, i.e., business
processes as experienced and described by a single person. Hence we can avoid
many complicated modelling constructs, and devise simple process representations which can be as easily understood as a cooking recipe or an audio playlist.
By focusing our efforts on a smaller set of usage scenarios, we aim to enable endusers to design their own executable processes, to support their everyday tasks.
In earlier work, we built a system named FormSys [4] for creating form-filling
Web services. Herein we present a completely new development as an extension
of the earlier tool, therefore named FormSys Process Designer, for modeling and
executing processes over such form-filling (and related) services. This can be useful to automate processes that involve filling the same information into multiple
forms. E.g., when a new employee is hired at UNSW, the following units need
to be informed: HR, IT support, procurement, the faculty, facilities, etc. Filling
all different forms manually is a time-consuming task.
In order to enable end-users to design executable process models, we devised
a simple control flow language for sequential process steps and conditional execution (or skipping) of process steps. The processes can be represented graphically
or textually, as shown in Fig. 1. For the textual representation, we tried to stay
close to natural language descriptions of how a process is executed; for the graphical representation we followed the analogy to composing a playlist in an audio
player, such as using “cover flow”. Data field equivalence between forms used
in different process steps can be specified in a mapping part. Once the editing
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is completed, the process can be translated to BPEL. By doing so, an input
Web form is automatically created, from which the data is distributed to the
various steps in the process. Together with other artifacts, the BPEL process
and the input form comprise an Intalio deployable package. By currently restricting focusing this work on processes around form-filling services, we achieve
the desired simplicity but limit the scope of application to long-tail form-based
processes. More details can be found in a technical report [5] and a screencast
video, available at http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/~FormSys/process/.
To our knowledge, no related end-user process modeling tool features the creation of executable processes. CoScripter (http://coscripter.researchlabs.
ibm.com) in contrast is a tool for recording and automating processes performed
in a Web browser. While closely related to our textual representation, it does
not support Web service invocation or conditional execution.
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of the tool: textual (a) and graphical (b) process editing.

The demonstration includes viewing, editing, translating, and executing processes using our system. While the control flow part seems intuitive to the users,
the mapping task requires further support, e.g., by semi-automatically creating
the mappings, re-using mappings created by other users. From this work we
want to expand the concepts, so as to support more generic scenarios involving
arbitrary kinds of services and interactions between multiple people.
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